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 Well, December has arrived and we all know that this is one of the busiest but most exciting times of the 
year!  The children are anxious for Christmas!  They are excited for drinking hot cocoa, baking cookies, making a 
Gingerbread house, decorating for the holiday and all the fun traditions your family celebrate!  They are also super 

excited for having time off from school and spending time with their family 😊  
 As always, the activities that are offered in our program are based from observing your children’s interest!  
They are enjoying playing the large motor games and our older children are once again creating new games and 
testing out the games before introducing them to the younger children!  In November, the new games were:  1) 
Turkey verses Snowmen!  2)  Turkey Hunt!  3)  Save the Turkey’s!   
We also promote creativity and encourage imagination through open-ended play!  Open-ended play allows the 
children to express themselves freely and creatively!  We offer many raw materials for the children to experiment 
and expand on their imagination!  The simplest materials such as rocks, sticks, acorns and sand can spark a creation 
beyond anyone’s expectations!  The children often will ask me: “Miss Yvette what do you want us to do here?”  and 
I respond: “Anything you want!  Let your imagination go wild!”  We will continue to plan together with the children 
to expand and explore on their interest! 
  

Just for fun, can you find and unscramble your child’s name? 
 

NSDAYID  NOLTOC  BENE  ASJON  LASMLRHA 
IHELYA   RPTEE   HKTEI  YELMI  AYAMA 
NGYWLELNOD  GESA   SXLIEA  NDAIA  NGERHECT 
NLAOG   NAODDSI  NRGOA  TVELOI  NOAMGR 
NBYRDA  NDEEV   ACNHIRTIS ECLO  NKILVA 
NBYRLOKO  NADYE   HAMHAMS NARDAIM NADNBER 
HAIMREEJ  YARGONS  NYLEMDA HANNSAVA SABLEALI 
RVIEAX   MARYCN  VETROR MSATOH YAKLIE 
ENSAMAS  YOBRD   SAHAH  VALIOI  YNHEA 
TARGETR  DALNNO 
 
IMPORTANT DATES: 
DEC. 7:  EARLY DISMISSAL 
DEC. 8:  NO SCHOOL (ECCC OPEN) 

DEC. 25-29:  NO SCHOOL (ECCC CLOSED) MERRY CHRISTMAS 😊 

JAN. 1:  NO SCHOOL (ECCC CLOSED) HAPPY NEW YEAR 😊 
 

FRIENDLY REMINDERS: 
 *Continue to empty your child’s basket daily! 
 *Our lost and found is located above the girl’s coat rack.  If items in the box are not claimed by the end of each month, 
they will be placed on the church’s lost and found located on the church level across from room 102. 
 *Children are responsible for al items they bring in to the program.  We do not allow trading of any toys, cards or 
electronic games!  Children are not allowed to bring hand sanitizer, chap sticks, cough drops or any type of hand lotions!  We 
are following the DHS (DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES) regulations in regards to those items! 
 *For inclement weather, please refer to your parent handbook for stations to listen to for closing or delays! 
 *Each child should wear appropriate clothing for outdoor activities.  The state requires that the children have outside 
activities every day weather permitting (when the “feels like” temp is 25 or higher). 
  

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM LITTLE RASCAL TEACHERS! 
    

   MRS. DEB   MR. NATE   MRS. YVETTE 


